Looking back on the history of patient safety: an opportunity to reflect and ponder future challenges
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The publication of To Err is Human by the US Institute of Medicine (IOM) helped launch not just the field of patient safety but the broader interest in healthcare quality. The report’s estimates of 44 000–98 000 annual deaths from medical error in US hospitals—eye-catchingly equated to a jumbo jet crashing every day and a half—captured headlines and widespread attention. The IOM (now the National Academy of Medicine, NAM) followed up this success with Crossing the Quality Chasm, which notably defined quality in terms of six distinct dimensions, including not just safety, but also effectiveness, patient centredness, efficiency, timeliness and equity.

Many might have feared that the interest generated by these two reports would represent passing fads rather than enduring fields. Thankfully, that has not occurred. Patient safety and broader quality improvement efforts remain active areas of research and operational activities in healthcare organisations around the world. In addition, some funding agencies focus on healthcare quality, as do an increasing number of journals, such as BMJ Quality and Safety, and many public interest advocacy groups have been spawned.

It thus feels fitting that a new book, Making Healthcare Safe: The Story of the Patient Safety Movement, should recount the birth and subsequent development of patient safety as a field. The author, Lucian Leape, played a leading role in launching the field—not just as one of the authors of To Err is Human, but also through numerous prior and subsequent contributions. Leape helped lead the seminal Harvard Medical Practice Study—one of the two large studies that generated the widely quoted estimates of deaths due to medical error. A few years later, Leape’s groundbreaking article on Error in Medicine outlined many ideas that remain paradigmatic. Fast forward a quarter century and we now have this firsthand account of the major early and more recent milestones in patient safety.

While not a systematic literature review, we nonetheless learn about the people and events that shaped the patient safety landscape, benefiting from the rich paper trail of publications, white papers and recommendations, many of which Leape had a hand in organising and writing. He weaves together the threads of the various key projects and initiatives, and most importantly offers his critical analysis of their successes and failures. True to one of the key transformative themes of patient safety—candour—Leape freely shares his opinions of the actors and controversies, and readers may especially enjoy the anecdotes and backstories behind this history.

The book is long (436 pages) but includes much that will interest both veterans and newcomers to the field. It is divided into four sections: (1) beginnings, describing the research and theory that defined patient safety and early initiatives; (2) institutional responses, telling the stories of the efforts of major organisations, coalitions, governmental and regulatory agencies; (3) in-depth analyses of four key cross-cutting issues—work duty hours, disclosure and apology, physician competence, building respectful culture; and (4) forging a future based on a culture of safety.

Because Leape played parts in so many of the events and initiatives, the distinction between history and memoir often blurs. To his credit and because he helped shape so many of the major safety initiatives over the past two decades, the book is quite comprehensive in its coverage. The scant attention to efforts to characterise...
and reduce diagnostic errors probably represents the most notable omission. A century-long literature exists on clinically important missed diagnoses detected at autopsy,\(^6^\)\(^7\) with renewed attention to improving diagnostic safety over the past decade including annual international conferences on Diagnostic Error in Medicine, a NAM Report on Improving Diagnosis and multiple research studies.\(^8^\)\(^9^\)\(^10^\)\(^11^\) Diagnostic errors, arguably the most frequent error reported by patients and most common cause of malpractice claims,\(^12^\)\(^13^\) represent not only an omission from the book, but an oversight of the early patient safety movement on which this personal history is based.

Two topics Leape does cover are worth calling out. One relates to surgical safety, an area to which, as a paediatric surgeon, Leape feels a deep connection. While he extols the initial successful efforts around the so-called surgical checklist, he admits it fell short when advocates attempted spread it to hospitals and surgeons less committed to the culture and practices it embodies. Leape candidly confesses that, in his years practising surgery, it never occurred to him that teamwork was key to better outcomes, assuming as many surgeons do, that they constitute ‘captains of the ship’ and their skill and authority were what most mattered. Leape writes he was therefore not surprised to see the resistance to change. He admits that despite initial optimism, the degree to which checklists have improved surgical safety remains unclear.\(^14^\)

The other topic that Leape takes on—controversially and bravely—concerns the competence of clinicians. The most important initial insight of the patient safety movement was that errors are largely the result of bad systems, not bad people. However, Leape does not rest on the more superficial and simplistic application of this principle. He recognized that incompetent individuals in themselves have their roots in system problems and explores ways of addressing them.\(^15^\)\(^16^\)

Here, he and the movement faced fiercer opposition from organised medicine and defensive doctors. In chapter 20, he describes the existing systems to ensure physician competence (‘they are not well coordinated, and don’t work very well’) and efforts to put together a system that is more effective, proactive, objective, fair and responsive to patient’s needs. He recounts efforts to put together a National Alliance for Physician Competence, which unfortunately fell apart for reasons Leape describes. Moreover, we should probably be worrying more about the effects of widespread clinician burnout, and resulting alienation and disengagement from their practice, their patients and quality improvement activities. We suspect this exacts a far greater toll on safety overall than the few ‘incompetent’ physicians whom the system may fail to identify and remediate.

For all the valuable insider insights, the book is not a ‘people’s history’ of the patient safety movement. The idea of writing ‘history from below’ rather than just focusing on founding fathers and generals has taken root based on the work of Howard Zinn and others.\(^17^\)\(^18^\) The safety movement has been both activated and propelled by tens of thousands of frontline clinicians, patients and families.\(^19^\)\(^20^\) They are the ones who have witnessed and experienced the dysfunctionalities, dropped balls, disrespectful treatment, unsafe workarounds, concerns being ignored and the lip service that often masquerades as ‘patient safety initiatives’—in particular, the brave patients who have stepped forward to question their care and the many more who have suffered silently. To his credit, Leape has been at the forefront of advocating more respectful treatment particularly ending the abusive, demeaning, disrespectful hierarchies and behaviours that health workers often face, exemplified by the 2013 White Paper from the Lucian Leape Institute.\(^21^\) Yet, we wonder whether those on the frontlines—the nurse safety managers, the medical assistants raising concerns that are dismissed, the myriad process improvement teams that often do not receive the support and resources required to achieve and sustain safer care—would recognize their efforts in this ‘history-from-above’ account.\(^22^\) Regardless of these omissions, Leape has provided a valuable service in making this rich history/memoir freely available (135,000 copies have already been downloaded) and in weaving together the ideas, background, recommendations and future visions for safety.

**WHAT HAVE WE ACCOMPLISHED AND WHERE TO GO FROM HERE?**

As collective heirs to the work Leape recounts, we must soberly assess not just the history of the field but the degree to which we have made measurable progress. From a qualitative point of view, one can point to high-profile campaigns in many countries, agencies focused on the topic, academic researchers, conferences and peer-reviewed journals, and training courses for practitioners as well as researchers. As clinicians, we also recognize that discussions of errors that occur on rounds, in safety huddles,\(^23^\) and other such changes in attitudes represent massive cultural shifts in terms of the healthcare professionals involved. Given all these positive changes, one could characterize patient safety as a successful social movement within healthcare.

From a quantitative point of view, however, the field has produced relatively few clear successes. No study has shown convincing reductions in adverse events over time at a regional level. For example, there is limited evidence demonstrating significant and sustainable successes from interventions, such as the surgical checklist or the other famous safety checklist, the central line bundle.\(^24^\)\(^25^\)\(^26^\) Other widely promoted interventions, such as medication reconciliation, have yet to demonstrate more than small reductions in errors and no clear decrease in actual harms.\(^27^\) Computerised decision support, which also held (and we would argue...
still holds) great promise, has delivered mostly modest improvements and currently faces serious challenges related to alert fatigue from unhelpful alerting with rates of alert over-rides at times approaching 100%. Meanwhile, existing systems miss many clinically important errors. In short, few if any safety interventions possess the key characteristics of robust supporting evidence and widespread adoption.

One might argue that the field simply needs more time to bear more fruit. Research into basic and translational research, as well as clinical research testing the fruits of these endeavours, receive orders of magnitude more funding—from public and private sources—that do efforts to improve safety or any other domain of quality. Yet, how can we justify the status quo and its implicit wait-and-see complacency especially as we live through urgent crises such as COVID-19, and the even greater threats from the climate crisis? Both of these crises already exact large tolls in morbidity and mortality and will do so even more in the years to come. Moreover, both involve huge problems of equity, the domain of quality that has historically received the least attention. Addressing these crises requires exactly the types of cultural transformations Leape suggests as our only and best hope for safe care.

After two decades of work on patient safety, we have a successful movement—no small feat. But what will it take for this movement to produce more sustained,
robust and quantifiable progress? In our view, multiple key challenges require attention to make such progress (table 1). The extent to which these vexing challenges reflect fundamental flaws in how we have approached patient safety, versus simply representing the next set of hurdles to tackle, requires more debate, data and future personal histories such as Leape’s, as the next chapter of the field unfolds.

The patient safety paradigm prioritises system change over individual behaviour improvement. Yet, examples of system change remain few and far between. Most safety interventions focus on educating staff or bombarding them with alerts, alarms and policies. We have done little to reduce the production pressures that drive care at the frontlines, nor improve nurse staffing ratios, support expanded use of clinical pharmacists, or apply design thinking and human factors engineering in robust ways (table 1). Hopefully, the next history of the field will recount how we harnessed the persistent interest in patient safety and healthcare quality more generally to successfully wrestle with these challenges and usher in substantive system changes. Achieving this agenda will require deep engagement with frontline workers, patients and families working together to learn lessons—from errors and from the history of our efforts to address them—and authentically applying them to create safer more caring systems.
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